Numerical simulation of thermal behavior during laser metal deposition shaping
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Abstract: Based on the element life and death theory of finite element analysis (FEA), a three-dimensional multi-track and multi-layer model for laser metal deposition shaping (LMDS) was developed with ANSYS parametric design language (APDL), and detailed numerical simulations of temperature and thermal stress were conducted. Among those simulations, long-edge parallel reciprocating scanning method was introduced. The distribution regularities of temperature, temperature gradient, Von Mise's effective stress, \( X \)-directional, \( Y \)-directional and \( Z \)-directional thermal stresses were studied. LMDS experiments were carried out with nickel-based superalloy using the same process parameters as those in simulation. The measured temperatures of molten pool are in accordance with the simulated results. The crack engendering and developing regularities of samples show good agreement with the simulation results.
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1 Introduction

Laser metal deposition shaping has engendered increasing interest and shown extensive and promising application in many fields, such as aerospace, planes and weapons[1]. Compared with those traditional subtractive manufacturing methods, laser metal deposition shaping (LMDS) processing is an additive, layered manufacturing and prototyping technology, and it is similar to the laser engineered net-shaping (LENS®) process[2–4]. LMDS incorporates the features of stereo-lithography and laser cladding, and provides the ability to fabricate complex metal components directly from CAD files without intermediate steps or the usage of forming dies, tooling or machining. With its one step manufacturing ability, LMDS can greatly reduce the lead-time and investment cost. Moreover, the as-deposited parts are fully dense, hold rapid solidified microstructure, and can meet the requirements for direct usage.

Due to its highly localized laser heating feature and fast heating and cooling effects, LMDS can offer the extreme conditions that conventional methods cannot provide. In the meantime, high temperature gradients are also produced during the processing. Large temperature gradients not only lead to the directional selection of microstructure in the specimens fabricated by LMDS, but also result in large thermal stresses in specimens. When the thermal stresses exceed the ultimate strength of materials, fractures will take place. So, it is very significant to investigate the regularities of thermal behavior during LMDS.

Over the past ten years, great efforts have been made to investigate the characters of LMDS process [1–8]. Contact sensor measurements and non-contact measurements are used to evaluate temperature, residual stress and features of molten pool. In terms of the contact sensor measurements, thermocouples are usually used to measure the temperature of specified spots, and strain foils are usually used to measure the stress of specified spots[9]. For the non-contact measurements, high-speed images colorimetric method and infrared thermography are often used to obtain the molten pool size as well as the temperature surrounding the molten pool[6,10–12]. However, owing to the complexity of physical processes involved in LMDS, all the above works are mainly focused on the molten pool and its immediate area. The temperature and thermal stress distributions outside of
the molten pool are very difficult to be captured experimentally. Thus, computational simulation plays an indispensable role in the analysis of such process. Especially, with the recent advancements in finite element theories and computational power, FEA simulation of complicated transient thermal behavior during LMDS processing has gradually become feasible. Recently, three-dimensional laser forming simulations have been conducted using commercial FEA software or manual programming. YE et al[15] developed a numerical fixed boundary model to investigate the entire thermal behavior during the LENS® process. In the work, a thin-wall part was deposited on a substrate, and the temperatures of those nodes in molten pool were set as the melting point at each incremental step. LABUDOVIC et al[12] coupled on-line high-shutter speed imaging with microstructure analysis, X-ray analysis and numerical modeling to understand the thermal behavior of direct laser metal powder deposition. Both analytical and numerical models were developed to calculate the transient temperature profiles, dimension of the fusion zone, etc., of thin-wall parts. XI et al[13] numerically simulated the transient temperature field in the real process of the metal thin-wall part fabricated by laser direct deposition. Soon afterwards, XI and YU[14] established a numerical model based on ANSYS software to calculate the 3D transient temperature field of the continuous moving laser molten pool.

However, all those simulations were based on simplified model by assuming that the laser was an even heat source. Some of them even set the temperatures of those nodes in molten pool as fixed values. Meanwhile, most of those models were thin-wall and could not show the actual characteristics of the thermal behavior during fabrication process. To further reveal the thermal behavior during LMDS processing, according to the "element birth and death"[15] technique, a three-dimensional multi-track and multi-layer finite element model was developed with APDL. The distribution regularities of temperature, temperature gradient, Von Mise’s effective stress, X-directional, Y-directional and Z-directional thermal stresses were researched in details. Under the same conditions as those in simulation, LMDS experiments were conducted.

2 Computational formulation and geometry configuration

2.1 Element birth and death technique

"Element birth and death" technique is usually used to simulate welding and cutting. It does not actually remove "killed" elements from model. Instead, it deactivates them by multiplying their stiffness or conductivity by a severe reduction factor. This factor is set to $1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ by default, and it can be set to other values. Element loads associated with deactivated elements are zero out of the load vector, but they still appear in element-load lists. The mass, damping and specific heat of deactivated elements are all set to zero likewise.

Similarly, when elements are “born”, they are not actually added to the model but simply reactivated. So, we must create all elements in preprocessor, including those to be born in later stages of the analysis. When an element is reactivated, its stiffness, mass and element loads, etc., return to their full original values, but there is no record of strain history (or heat storage, etc.) for it.

2.2 Geometry configure

To reflect the characteristics of LMDS processing accurately, some assumptions have been made from the above analyses and are listed as follows.

1) The X-directional, Y-directional and Z-directional displacement of the two Y-directional end faces of substrate are all restricted to zero.

2) For the thermo-physical properties of powdered material like Ni60A under different temperatures are very difficult to obtain. In this work, all thermo-physical properties of deposition material and substrate material are considered to be temperature-independent.

3) Only heat conduction in specimen and substrate is considered during LMDS processing. The interface thermal conduction between deposition material and substrate is considered by setting equivalent thermal conductivity.

4) The heat flux to system is put in by a highly focused area on the molten pool and it is assumed that the heat flux, $q(r)$, follows Gauss distribution in the radial direction, and has the following form:

$$q(r) = \frac{3Q}{\pi R^2} \exp\left(-\frac{3r^2}{R^2}\right)$$

(1)

where $R$ is the laser spot radius; $Q$ is the total input laser energy.

But in practical loading process, Eqn.(1) is very difficult to be applied. The mean thermal flux density, $q(r)_{\text{m}}$, is often used as the load within the area of the laser beam:

$$q(r)_{\text{m}} = \frac{1}{\pi R^2} \int_0^R q(r) \cdot 2\pi r \cdot dr = \frac{0.95Q}{\pi R^2}$$

(2)

5) Phase change phenomena, including meltdown and solidification, exist during LMDS processing. For the crystal materials like metal, the latent heat of phase change can’t be neglected. Phase change problems are usually solved by finite difference or finite element theory, and the most commonly used method is the enthalpy method by an artificial increase in the liquid
specific heat. The relationship of the enthalpy \( H \), density \( \rho \) and specific heat \( c \) is
\[
H = \int \rho \cdot c(T) \, dT
\]  
(3)

According to the former theories and the “element birth and death” analysis technique, the three-dimensional multi-track and multi-layer FEM model is developed by APDL. In the model, long-edge reciprocating scanning method is introduced to the model.

Fig. 1 shows the FEM model of LMDS. The dimensions of sample and substrate are demonstrated in the figure. To reduce computational time and maintain reasonable accuracy, a fine map mesh was used in specimen, while a coarse tetrahedron mesh was adopted in substrate. The specimen is divided into four tracks and five layers. The height of each layer and the width of each track are equal to the diameter of laser spot (1 mm).

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of long edge parallel reciprocating scanning method. As demonstrated in this figure, after one layer in \( XY \) plane is finished, the laser firstly moves from the end of current layer to the start, and then lifts a little distance equal to the height of single layer along \( Z \) direction. That is, a new layer is to be fabricated.

3 Results and analysis

In simulation, laser power is 800 W; laser spot diameter is 1 mm; scanning velocity is 5 mm/s; and room temperature is 20 °C. The metal powder used in simulation is Ni60A, whose chemical compositions are listed in Table 1, and its partial thermo-physical properties are listed in Table 2. The material of substrate is 45# steel whose material properties are taken from Ref.[16]. The entire simulation lasts 200 s.

| Chemical composition of powder Ni60A (mass fraction, %) |
|-----------------|----|----|----|----|
| C   | 0.5 | Al | 0.3 | Si | 0.45 |
| Cr  | 19  | Fe | 1.4 | Ni | Bal. |

| Partial thermo-physical parameters of Ni60A |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|
| Specific heat/ (J·kg\(^{-1}\)) | Latent heat/ (J·kg\(^{-1}\)) | Density/ (kg·m\(^{-3}\)) | Melting point/ °C |
| 464              | 248             | 8 522           | 950–1 000     |

3.1 Analysis of temperature and temperature gradient

Fig.3 displays the temperature variations of different nodes on the longitudinal section \( A—A \). As shown in Fig.3(a), the temperature—time curves of nodes 1, 2 and 3 are compared. The temperature of node 1 is 20 °C before the 5th second, just the room temperature we set, and it rises to 638 °C quickly at the 5th second. This is because node 1 is under “death” condition before the 5th second, and there is no temperature variation record for it. But at the 5th second, laser beam just moves to the upside of the element to
which node 1 belongs, and at the same time, node 1 is reactivated. Once node 1 is reactivated, its temperature rises quickly. In the same way, node 2 is under “death” condition and its temperature is 20 °C before the 15th second. At the 15th second, laser beam just moves to the upside of the element to which node 2 belongs. Node 2 is reactivated, and its temperature rises from room temperature to 168 °C quickly. Meanwhile, for the short distance between node 1 and node 2, the temperature of node1 is affected by conduct heat synchronously. The temperature variation of node 3 is similar to the variations of nodes 1 and 2. In the following simulation, nodes 1, 2 and 3 are rapidly heated up and cooled down again and again. This is because when the follow-up layer shaping moves to the upside of nodes 1, 2 and 3, they will be heated by the energy conducted from molten pool and neighboring areas above them, but their temperature variations become smaller and smaller with the increment of layers. By comparing the temperature variations of the other nodes as shown in Figs.3(b), (c) and (d), it can be found that their temperature variation regularities are similar to those of nodes 1, 2 and 3, except for the reactivated time.

Fig.4 shows the temperature gradient vector diagrams of different time. From the figure, several features can be gained and listed as follows: 1) The distribution of temperature gradient in specimen is non-uniform. It is strong and concentrated in the district, which is subjected to the laser energy influence; while it is small and dispersive in the district which is far away from the laser energy influence. The temperature gradients in molten pool and its nearby district are quite large; 2) The temperature gradient in specimen is mainly along the Z direction, the perpendicular way of substrate, and it is small along other directions; 3) The distribution of temperature gradient on substrate is non-uniform. It is strong and concentrated in the district near the specimen; while it is small and dispersive in the district far away from the specimen; 4) The temperature gradient in substrate is mainly along the direction parallel to the substrate plane.

3.2 Analysis of thermal stress

In LMDS, the plastic deformation of material is
assumed to obey the Von Mise’s yield criterion and the associated flow rule. The equation of Von Mise’s effective stress can be simplified and expressed as:[16]

\[
\sigma = \left[ (\sigma_{xx} - \sigma_{yy})^2 + (\sigma_{yy} - \sigma_{zz})^2 + (\sigma_{zz} - \sigma_{xx})^2 \right]^{1/2} \over \sqrt{2(1+\nu)}
\]

where \( \nu' \) is the effective Poisson ratio.

Fig.5 displays the Von Mise’s effective stress variation curves of different nodes. As shown in Fig.5(a), the Von Mise’s effective stress value of node 1 equals 0 before the 5th second and it rises quickly after the 5th second. The reason is that node 1 is under “death” condition and doesn’t take effect before the 5th second, so, there is no strain or stress record for it. But at the 5th second, the laser beam just moves to the upside of the element to which node 1 belongs, so node 1 is reactivated.
and its stress rises quickly at the same time. Similarly, node 2 and node 3 are under “death” condition and their Von Mise’s effective stresses equal 0 before the 15th second and the 35th second, respectively. After they are reactivated, their Von Mise’s effective stresses rise quickly. By comparing the curves in Figs.5(b), (c) and (d), it is revealed that the Von Mise’s effective stress variation regularities of these nodes are similar to those of nodes 1, 2 and 3, except for the reactivated time.

In order to further reveal the distribution regularities of thermal stress in X, Y and Z direction, the following analyses are conducted.

The X-directional thermal stress variation curves of different nodes are displayed in Fig.6. As displayed in Fig.6(a), the X-directional thermal stress of node 1 is compressive stress firstly and it turns into tensile stress gradually; the X-directional thermal stress of node 2 is compressive stress in most of time; the X-directional thermal stress of node 3 is compressive stress all the time. Among nodes 1, 2 and 3, the X-directional thermal stress of node 1 is the lowest, while the X-directional thermal stress of node 3 is the highest, which reaches 0.242 GPa. By comparing with the curves in Figs.6(b), (c) and (d), it can be found that although those nodes are reactivated later than nodes 1, 2 and 3, their X-directional thermal stress variation regularities are similar to those of nodes 1, 2 and 3.

The Y-directional thermal stress variation curves of those nodes in different layers are displayed in Fig.7. As shown in Fig.7, the Y-directional thermal stresses of nodes 1 and node 3 are almost compressive stresses and they are tensile stresses only occasionally; the Y-directional thermal stress of node 2 is compressive stress firstly and soon becomes tensile stress, but it turns into compressive stress finally with the proceeding of simulation. The Y-directional thermal stress variation regularities of the other nodes are similar to those of nodes 1, 2 and 3, except for the reactivated time. Simultaneously, it can be found that the Y-directional thermal stresses of these nodes are much less than their X-directional thermal stresses and the highest value of them is not more than 150 MPa.

Fig.8 displays the Z-directional thermal stress variations of those nodes in different layers. As shown in Fig.8(a), the Z-directional thermal stress of node 1 is tensile stress, and its value is the largest among the three nodes. The Z-directional thermal stress of node 2 is compressive stress, and its value is the smallest. The Z-directional thermal stress of node 3 is compressive stress firstly but turns into tensile stress finally. This phenomenon can be explained through their different heating and cooling processes. As seen from Fig.1(b),

![Fig.6 X-directional thermal stress variation curves of different nodes on longitudinal section A—A](image)
Fig. 7 Y-directional thermal stress variation curves of different nodes on longitudinal section $A-A$

Fig. 8 Z-directional thermal stress variation curves of different nodes on longitudinal section $A-A$
Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4, node 1 locates in the first track of the first layer, while node 3 locates in the last track of the same layer. The iterative heating and cooling processes that node 1 has experienced are much earlier than those node 3 has experienced. Because of the strong cooling effect of substrate, the long heating and cooling processes of node 1 produce high Z-directional temperature gradient, which causes the non-uniform thermal expansion and contraction of material along Z direction, and thus results in high Z-directional thermal stress. The preheating effect of fabricated tracks lowers the Z-directional temperature gradient of node 3, so its Z-directional thermal stress is less than that of node 1. As for node 2 that locates in the inner of specimen, owing to the heating effect of neighbor area, its Z-directional temperature gradient is far smaller than node 1 and node 3, so its Z-directional thermal stress is also far smaller than node 1 and node 3. The Z-directional thermal stress variation regularities of the other nodes are also similar to those of the nodes 1, 2 and 3, except for the reactivated time.

By comparing the Von Mise’s, X-directional, Y-directional and Z-directional thermal stress variations of those nodes located in different tracks and different layers, the following conclusions can be made: 1) The Von Mise’s, X-directional, Y-directional and Z-directional thermal stress variation regularities of the nodes in the same track but in different layers are analogical; 2) According to Eqn.(4), among all those force components of Von Mise’s effective stress, the X-directional and Z-directional thermal stress are much larger than the Y-directional thermal stress, so the X-directional and Z-directional thermal stress are the main reasons for the fracture of specimens.

3.3 LMDS experiment and analysis

With 800 W of laser power, 1 mm of spot diameter, 5 mm/s of scanning velocity, 4 g/min of powder feeding rate, 20℃ of room temperature, through the LMDS system which has been developed successfully by Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, LMDS experiments have been conducted. In order to measure the temperature of molten pool, the self-developed CCD colorimeter temperature measurement system has been used[11]. Its structure diagram is shown in Fig.9. The measured and simulated temperatures of molten pool at different time are listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Measured and simulated temperature of molten pool at different time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time/s</td>
<td>Simulated temperature of molten pool/℃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1 622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1 649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>1 669</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some nickel-based superalloy components are fabricated and shown in Fig.10. For the real-time measurement of the thermal stress during LMDS processing is very difficult, in this work, the engendering and developing regularities of fractures are used to verify the simulations. Among those parts, the first and the second ones are two fractured specimen of aerofoil (Fig.10(a) and Fig.10(b)); the third one is a fractured thin-wall part (Fig.10(c)). As displayed in the figure, the region at which specimen and substrate connect is the frequent area of fracture. Furthermore, the fracture always takes place along the X direction and grows along the Z direction, the vertical direction of substrate (see the area marked by circles in Fig.10). This is because the dominating portions of thermal stresses are X-directional and Z-directional thermal stresses, which is in accord with the former thermal stress analysis.

4 Conclusions

1) Although the nodes, which locate in the different layers of the same longitudinal section, have different activated time, they have similar temperature and
thermal stress variation regularities. The temperature gradients in specimen are mainly along Z direction, and the temperature gradients in substrate are mainly parallel to the substrate. The upper surface and the side of specimen as well as the surface where specimen and substrate connect are high stress regions. Among all those force components of Von Mise’s effective stress, the X-directional and Z-directional thermal stress is much larger than the Y-directional thermal stress, so the Von Mise’s effective stress mainly takes on X-directional and Z-directional thermal stress.

2) Some nickel-based LMDS experiments are conducted to verify the numerical results values. In those experiments, the measured temperatures of molten pool are in good agreement with the simulated values, and the engendering and developing regularities of fractures show good agreement with the simulation predictions, too.

3) In the different layers of the specimen, the Von Mise’s effective and Z-directional thermal stress values of those nodes situated in the first track are almost twice the values of those nodes situated in the last track, so, the start point of each layer has an enormous effect on the distribution and intensity of thermal stress.
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